Aggressive prefetching improves system performance by hiding and tolerating off-chip memory latency. However, on a multicore system, prefetchers of different cores contend for shared resources and aggressive prefetching can degrade the overall system performance. The role of a prefetcher aggressiveness engine is to select appropriate aggressiveness levels for each prefetcher such that shared resource contention caused by prefetchers is reduced, thereby improving system performance. State-of-the-art prefetcher aggressiveness engines monitor metrics such as prefetch accuracy, bandwidth consumption, and last-level cache pollution. They use carefully tuned thresholds for these metrics, and when the thresholds are crossed, they trigger aggressiveness control measures. These engines have three major shortcomings: (1) thresholds are dependent on the system configuration (cache size, DRAM scheduling policy, and cache replacement policy) and have to be tuned appropriately, (2) there is no single threshold that works well across all the workloads, and (3) thresholds are oblivious to the phase change of applications.
INTRODUCTION
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Prefetcher aggressiveness engines, on multicore systems, try to improve the system performance by controlling the aggressiveness of each prefetcher. Aggressiveness of a prefetcher is described using two factors: how far ahead of the demand access stream 1 the prefetch requests are issued (prefetch distance) and the number of prefetch requests issued in one instant (prefetch degree). A prefetcher aggressiveness engine controls the aggressiveness of a prefetcher by selecting an appropriate aggressiveness level. Each level consists of two important prefetching knobs: the prefetch degree and the prefetch distance. The aggressiveness engine's job is to switch between the aggressiveness levels of the prefetchers by throttling (throttling up/down refers to the increase/decrease in the aggressiveness by one level).
Opportunity: To illustrate the importance of an aggressiveness engine, Figure 1 shows the performance improvement that can be achieved with the ideal but unrealizable multicore system. The ideal system would not have prefetcher-caused intercore interference at the shared resources. To model the ideal system, we eliminate the prefetcher-caused intercore interference at the LLC, DRAM request queue, DRAM bus, DRAM banks, and DRAM row-buffers by making the prefetcher-caused intercore interference latency zero cycle. Compared to no prefetching, on average (geomean), the ideal system improves the performance by 49% and 51% for four-and eight-core systems, respectively. In contrast, the state-of-the-art prefetcher aggressiveness engine called the hierarchical prefetcher aggressiveness controller (HPAC) [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ] improves the performance by 7% and 7.8%, respectively. This experiment shows that there is opportunity to bridge the gap between the state-of-the-art technique and the ideal multicore system.
The Problem: State-of-the-art aggressiveness engines such as HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ] use thresholds for various prefetching metrics such as accuracy, cache pollution, and off-chip bandwidth consumption. The effectiveness of threshold-driven engines depends on the system configuration (such as LLC replacement policy, DRAM scheduling policy) and has to be tuned appropriately. Also, there is no fixed set of thresholds that work well across all the workloads, and thresholds are oblivious to the phase-change behavior of applications. In effect, these techniques fail to identify certain scenarios where the prefetcher-caused intercore interference is significant and loses opportunities for performance improvement.
Our Goal: Our goal is to design a prefetcher aggressiveness engine, which can improve the system performance by (1) tolerating prefetcher-caused intercore interference as long as performance is improved and (2) minimizing the prefetcher-caused intercore interference that affects performance.
Our Approach: In this work, we propose CAFFEINE, 2 a utility-driven prefetcher aggressiveness engine that is based on the buffet principle [Mahajan et al. 2008] , to "continue using more resources as long as the marginal cost can be driven lower than the marginal benefit." CAFFEINE advocates the application of the buffet principle in controlling the aggressiveness of prefetchers on a multicore system. CAFFEINE continues increasing the aggressiveness if such a decision is likely to improve overall system performance. We propose a metric called net utility (utility net ), which quantifies the net processor cycles saved by a prefetcher. We use this metric to divide the prefetchers into two groups: affecting and affected. Our technique throttles down the affecting prefetchers and throttles up the affected prefetchers if they are likely to improve the system performance. We make these throttling decisions without using any threshold. CAFFEINE uses CAFFEINATION when the prefetcher-caused interference is tolerable (we define in Section 3.1) and it uses DE-CAFFEINATION when the prefetcher-caused interference is intolerable. Both these techniques use utility net to make throttling decisions.
Key Idea: Our idea is based on this observation: "different levels of prefetcher aggressiveness provide different net utilities." At a given instant of time, CAFFEINE tries to maximize the utility net of an entire prefetching unit 3 of a multicore system. We make the following contributions:
1. We propose a metric called utility net to measure the utility of hardware prefetchers. utility net indicates the net processor cycles saved because of prefetching at a given aggressiveness level (Section 3.1).
2. We design a model-based utility-driven prefetcher aggressiveness engine for multicore systems, called CAFFEINE, which uses utility net (Section 3.2).
3. We evaluate CAFFEINE on four-and eight-core systems. We show the effectiveness of CAFFEINE by comparing it with the HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ]. For four-and eight-core systems, compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE improves performance (geomean of harmonic speedups) by 9.5% and 11% across 100 and 64 workloads, respectively (Section 6).
BACKGROUND

Baseline Multicore Design
Figure 2 shows our baseline multicore system, which consists of N cores and K memory controllers. Each core has a private L1 cache and a private L2 cache. The LLC (L3) is shared among all the cores. Each core has a stream prefetcher [Tendler et al. 2002] at the L3 cache, which sends prefetch requests to the DRAM. All the per-core prefetchers generate prefetch requests, which are buffered in a prefetch queue (PFQ). Prefetch requests enter into the PFQ after probing into the cache. The prefetcher does not insert a prefetch request if it gets a hit at the cache. PFQ is a FIFO queue where the 2 CAFFEINE is a stimulant; when taken in a moderate amount, it helps in boosting the alertness of the nervous system, but high consumption of CAFFEINE causes restlessness. We envision CAFFEINE is analogous to prefetcher aggressiveness-too much aggressiveness is sometimes harmful and too little does not "stimulate." 3 A prefetching unit consists of all the prefetchers of a multicore system. oldest prefetch request is sent to the miss status holding register (MSHR) allocators. The prefetch requests are looked up in the cache before inserting them into the MSHRs. The PFQ is similar to the prefetch buffer of the Intel Core processor [Doweck 2006 ]. On a demand access, the prefetcher issues prefetch requests by dequeuing the predicted addresses from the PFQ, and these requests enter the MSHRs (not shown in Figure 2 ). The baseline MSHR prioritizes demand requests over prefetch requests and LLC fill buffers are fused with the MSHRs.
Hardware Prefetchers
In this work, we use a stream prefetcher, which is similar to the prefetchers of IBM's POWER 4/5 [Tendler et al. 2002; Srinath et al. 2007; Ebrahimi et al. 2009] . It is a low-cost hardware prefetcher that works well across a large number of applications. A stream prefetcher keeps track of multiple access streams. Once trained, the stream prefetcher issues K requests at a time where K is the prefetch degree. We also evaluate our technique with a GHB-based prefetcher [Nesbit et al. 2004 ].
Hierarchical-Prefetcher-Aggressiveness-Controller
To the best of our knowledge, for multicore systems (with N cores), HPAC is the only technique that tries to minimize the prefetcher-caused intercore interference by controlling the prefetcher aggressiveness. HPAC is an extension of feedback-directed prefetching (FDP) [Srinath et al. 2007] and it works in two layers: local throttling and global throttling. The per-core local throttling mechanism uses FDP [Srinath et al. 2007] , which tries to improve the single-core performance by throttling the prefetcher, based on the prefetch metrics such as accuracy ( ). The global throttling mechanism collects the feedback on the bandwidth consumption of core i (BWC i ) , the bandwidth needed by all the cores except core i (BWNO i ), and the core i's prefetcher-caused intercore LLC pollution (POL i ). It also uses the prefetch accuracy of core i (ACC i ) in its decision process. For each of these four metrics, finely tuned thresholds place the value as high and low, giving rise to 16 (2 4 ) possible cases, and assigns a throttling decision for each case. The global throttling mechanism uses a global controller and it overrides (if needed) the decisions of the local controller to minimize the prefetcher-caused intercore interference. HPAC uses five different levels of aggressiveness (<1, 4>, <1, 8>, <2, 16>, <4, 32>, and <4, 64>), where <x,y> corresponds to <prefetch degree, prefetch distance>. It uses the following thresholds: for high ACC, 0.60; high POL, 90; high BWC, 50k; and high BWN, 75k [Ebrahimi et al. 2009] . 
SOURCES of PREFETCHER-CAUSED INTERFERENCE
This section describes the sources of prefetcher-caused intercore interference at the shared resources and how to quantify the same. First, we describe the interference at the LLC that causes cache pollution. Second, we explain the interference at the DRAM banks and row buffers. Finally, we look into the interference that happens at the DRAM bus. In all the cases described next, 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 and j = i, where N is the total number of cores in the system. LLC POLLUTION (POLL): LLC pollution can happen when an LLC block of core j is evicted by a prefetched block of core i and the evicted block is requested by core j in the near future. We quantify it using Poll i . Poll i captures the number of additional LLC misses of other cores that happen because of evictions of their cache blocks by prefetched blocks of core i. For core j, an additional demand miss at the LLC contributes an additional latency of α cycles (LLC miss penalty of core j).
BANK-LEVEL INTERFERENCE (BLI):
This can happen when demand requests and useful prefetch requests (which are likely to be hit at the LLC) of core j wait, because a DRAM bank is occupied by a prefetch request P of core i. This incurs a latency. We quantify this interference that happens because of a prefetcher of core i by counting it using the metric Bli i . This interference incurs an approximate latency of β = latency(P) BankWaitingParallelism on core j, where latency (P) is the DRAM latency of prefetch request P and BankWaitingParallelism corresponds to core j's requests that are waiting to get service from K DRAM banks. If BankWaitingParallelism is K, then core j is waiting to get service from K number of DRAM banks. We divide latency(P) by BankWaitingParallelism as latency(P) will be amortized across concurrent requests of core j that are waiting to get serviced.
ROW BUFFER CONFLICT (RBC): Row buffer conflicts can happen when a prefetch request of core i causes row conflicts for core j's demand and useful prefetch requests. We use Rbc i to count the same. This results in an approximate latency of γ = t RP +t RCD BankAccessParallelism , where t RP corresponds to latency for row precharge and t RCD is the latency that comes from row to column delay of DRAM. BankAccessParallelism is the number of core j's requests that are currently getting serviced by the DRAM banks. We divide t RP + t RCD by BankAccessParallelism as t RP + t RCD will be amortized across concurrent requests of core j [Glew 1998 ].
DRAM BUS INTERFERENCE (DBI):
This interference happens when a demand and useful prefetch request of core j has to wait because the DRAM bus is occupied by a prefetch request of core i. We use Dbi i to count the same. This interference incurs a latency of ζ cycles, which is approximately BL 2 cycles (for read, write, and prefetch request), where BL is the burst length.
So a prefetcher of one core interferes with the other cores at the LLC, DRAM banks, DRAM row-buffers, and DRAM bus, resulting in approximate penalties of α, β, γ , and ζ cycles, respectively. Our definitions of BLI, RBC, and DBI are similar to STFM [Mutlu and Moscibroda 2007] , and our definition of POLL is similar to HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ] and FST [Ebrahimi et al. 2010] . In the next section, we describe how we use these measures of prefetcher-caused interference in our proposed metric called utility net .
CAFFEINE FRAMEWORK
DEFINITIONS AND METRICS
This section describes various metrics that we use in our CAFFEINE framework.
Utility positive of core i's prefetcher: It corresponds to the number of processor cycles saved by core i's prefetcher for core i and we define it as follows: 
Utility net of core i: It corresponds to the contribution of a prefetcher (in terms of processor cycles saved) in the overall system performance. For a core i, the utility net of its prefetcher is utility net (i) = utility positive (i) − utility negative (i).
Cycles affecting and Cycles affected of core i: Cycles affecting corresponds to the number of cycles for which core i affects core j, where 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 and j = i. These metrics help in finding out the prefetchers that cause high interference at the shared resources and the cores that are affected by prefetcher-caused intercore interference.
Cycles affected corresponds to the number of cycles for which core i is affected (has to wait because of interference at the LLC pollution, RBC, and BLI) by core j's prefetcher, where 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 and j = i.
To calculate cycles affected (i), we use a register, which gets incremented by either Poll j *α (because of POLL), Bli j *β (because of BLI), Rbc j *γ (because of RBC), or Dbi j *ζ (because of DBI) when a demand request or a useful prefetch request of core i waits because of interference caused by the prefetcher of core j. utility totalnegative and utility totalpositive : For a multicore system with N processor cores, utility totalnegative = N−1 i=0 utility negative (i) and utility totalpositive = N−1 i=0 utility positive (i). utility totalnegative corresponds to the number of processor cycles the entire multicore system waits because of prefetching and utility totalpositive corresponds to the number of processor cycles saved for the entire multicore system because of prefetching. If utility totalnegative ≥ utility totalpositive , then the prefetcher-caused intercore interference is intolerable.
utility positive and utility net of core i's prefetcher: utility positive corresponds to the effect of change in the aggr. (aggressiveness) levels on utility positive . For a prefetcher of core i, at an interval t, we define it as follows:
If the denominator is zero, then
At an interval t, a prefetcher of core i benefits core i if utility positive (i) t is positive and utility negative (i) t is nonnegative.
Note, the denominator finds the difference in the aggressiveness levels at t-1 and t-2, but the numerator finds the difference in the utility positive at t and t-1. The reason for this is the cause-effect relationship between an aggressiveness level and the corresponding utility positive . A change in the aggressiveness level at t-1 contributes to the utility positive at t. We define utility net (i) t similar 
Finally, a prefetcher of core i likely contributes to the overall system performance improvement if its utility net (i) t > 0.
CAFFEINE
CAFFEINE is an interval-based technique, which consists of two subtechniques: CAF-FEINATION and DE-CAFFEINATION. Similar to HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009] , it uses five different levels of aggressiveness (level 1 to level 5) with <prefetch-degree, prefetchdistance> as <1, 4>, <1, 8>, <2, 16>, <4, 32>, and <4, 64>. A prefetcher that is at level 5/level 1 cannot be throttled up/throttled down. After a predetermined fixed interval, CAFFEINE computes utility positive , utility negative , utility net , utility positive , utility net , utility totalnegative , and utility totalpositive by collecting the interference count from the LLC controller and DRAM controllers. Based on these utility values, CAF-FEINE makes throttling decisions.
Algorithm 1 describes CAFFEINE for an N-core system (core-id 0 to N − 1). Line 1 of Algorithm 1 computes the utility totalpositive and the utility totalnegative . Line 2 of Algorithm 1 shows the condition at which the prefetcher-caused intercore interference is tolerable. If the condition at line 2 succeeds, then CAFFEINE uses CAFFEINATION or else DE-CAFFEINATION. CAFFEINATION: In CAFFEINATION, each prefetcher controls its aggressiveness based on Algorithm 2. CAFFEINATION takes a core-id of the prefetcher as the input and returns the throttling direction. The throttling directions are ↑, ↓, and ↔ and these directions correspond to throttling up, throttling down, and no throttling. CAFFEINATION throttles up (↑) a prefetcher if utility positive ≥ 0 and utility net ≥ 0. If a prefetcher shows utility positive < 0, CAFFEINATION throttles it down (↓). The rationale behind these decisions is that a prefetcher, which is able to save processor cycles for its own core and for the system, should get more opportunity to improve the performance further. Note that we first check utility positive in line 2 and not utility net . Putting utility net in line 2 will lead to aggressive throttling in the CAF-FEINATION phase, where interference is tolerable. If the conditions in line 2 fail, line 9 would throttle down a prefetcher always. The current algorithm conservatively allows a prefetcher to stay in the same aggressiveness level (line 6). The rationale is that if line 2 evaluates TRUE, then there is a chance that line 3 would evaluate to TRUE in subsequent windows. Line 6 of Algorithm 2 shows a special case, in which CAFFEINATION chooses no throttling (↔) for a prefetcher with utility net < 0 and utility positive ≥ 0. The rationale behind this decision is that the prefetcher is able to save processor Fig. 3 . An example illustrating CAFFEINE on a four-core system for interval t to t + 2. For the definitions of utility positive and utility net , refer to Section 3.1.
cycles for its own core but it is also interfering with the other cores.
CAFFEINE decides no throttling as the interference is tolerable. But if the interference is intolerable, DE-CAFFEINATION (Algorithm 3) overrides the decisions of CAFFEINATION.
DE-CAFFEINATION: DE-CAFFEINATION kicks in when the system shows signs of performance degradation. DE-CAFFEINATION finds out the prefetchers that are responsible for intercore interference, prefetchers with high values of cycles affecting , and calls them affecting prefetchers (we quantify in Section 4). Similarly, prefetchers with high values of cycles affected are called affected prefetchers. There are prefetchers that neither affect others nor are affected by others. Line 1 of Algorithm 3 finds out the affecting prefetchers and line 2 throttles down (↓). For all the prefetchers that do not belong to the affecting group, DE-CAFFEINATION throttles them using CAFFEINATION (Algorithm 2). Line 7 shows a special case in which DE-CAFFEINATION throttles up (↑) an affected prefetcher if the CAFFEINATION returns no throttling(↔).
CAFFEINE: AN EXAMPLE
This section provides an example that illustrates CAFFEINE on a four-core system. Figure 3 shows the utility positive and utility net of each prefetcher along with the utility totalpositive and utility totalnegative of the entire system. In Figure 3 , we show the throttling directions for each prefetcher based on CAFFEINE. For ease of understanding, we assume the aggressiveness levels of core-0 to core-3 at interval t-1 (not shown in Figure 3 ) are 2, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Also, we assume there is no change in the aggressiveness levels at interval t; that is, the aggressiveness levels of core-0 to core-3 remain at 2, 3, 2, and 1, respectively.
At interval t + 1 (refer to the left panel of Figure 3 ), the system is tolerable to the prefetcher-caused intercore interference as the utility totalpositive (TPU) is 50 and the utility totalnegative (TNU) is 22 and (50-22) > 0. So CAFFEINE uses CAFFEINATION for all the prefetchers. For core-0 and core-2, utility positive and utility net are ≥ 0. CAFFEINE throttles up (↑) both core-0 and core-2. For core-3, utility positive ≥ 0 but utility net < 0. CAFFEINE does not change (↔) the aggressiveness level for core-3. For core-1, utility positive < 0 and CAFFEINE throttles down (↓) its prefetcher.
At interval t + 2, the system is intolerable to the prefetcher-caused intercore interference as the utility totalnegative (TNU) > utility totalpositive (TPU) and thus CAFFEINE uses DE-CAFFEINATION for the system. The right panel of Figure 4 provides a snapshot of the prefetcher-caused intercore interference at the interval t + 2, which shows that the prefetcher of core-2 is an affecting prefetcher and core-3 is an affected prefetcher. CAFFEINE throttles down (↓) the prefetcher of core-2. For core-0 and core-1, both utility positive and utility net are less than zero, so CAFFEINE throttles down (↓) the prefetcher of core-0 and core-1. For core-3, utility positive ≥ 0 but utility net < 0, and based on line 7 of Algorithm 3, DE-CAFFEINATION throttles up (↑) the prefetcher of core-3.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
This section provides the hardware implementation of CAFFEINE. We place the digital circuit of CAFFEINE beside the LLC with an access latency the same as that of LLC.
Interval Length: We set an interval of 8K LLC misses for CAFFEINE. We sweep through interval lengths of 2K, 4K, 8K, and 16K LLC misses and find that an interval length of 8K provides a good tradeoff. At the end of every 8K misses, the CAFFEINE circuit is connected to DRAM controllers, an LLC controller, and a prefetch controller and collects the relevant metrics to compute various utilities and resets these metrics to zero after making the throttling decisions. All these calculations are not in the critical path as the applications continue to run and their execution is oblivious to the time spent by CAFFEINE. Also, CAFFEINE makes a decision in a timely manner, which takes 0.5% of the interval length. CAFFEINE Hardware Support: CAFFEINE needs combinational logic circuits for finding out the metrics of interest and comparing them with zero. For each core, CAFFEINE uses three multipliers, two dividers, two comparators, and three adders. We assume four cycles for multiplication, one cycle for addition, and eight cycles for division. CAFFEINE uses an extreme outlier detection [Outliers] algorithm to detect the affected and affecting prefetchers. It uses a deterministic circuit, which sorts the core-ids' cycles affected and cycles affecting . Then it finds out the median, upper-quartile (UQ), lower-quartile (LQ), and inter-quartile range (IQR). IQR = k× (UQ − LQ), where k is 3, which we verify and adopt from Outliers [Outliers] . The circuit provides a range [LQ-IQR, UQ+IQR] and the core-ids whose affecting/affected values are greater than UQ+IQR are called affecting/affected prefetchers. All these calculations take 22 processor cycles. 5 utility positive : To calculate utility positive , we augment each cache block at the LLC with a bit called pfbit. We use counters to count the number of prefetches issued (pfissued) and the number of prefetch hits (pfhits). To calculate α, we use two registers per core to store the number of misses and their corresponding miss penalties. We calculate the average miss penalty by dividing the total miss penalty by the total number of misses and assign it to α. POLL: To calculate Poll i at the LLC, we use a per-core bloom filter [Bloom 1970] , which is an XOR-based filter, consisting of 1,024 entries [Ebrahimi et al. 2009] , and each entry contains a pol bit along with the core-id. pol is set when a core j's LLC block is evicted by a prefetched block of core i. In future, if a demand access from core j gets a hit at the bloom filter, we increment Poll i . In future, we reset the pol bit of core i's filter once the DRAM finishes responding core j's request. Our Bloom filter implementation is the same as that of HPAC's Bloom filter.
RBC: To calculate Rbc i , for each DRAM bank, we maintain a register called last-rowaccess, which stores the last row accessed by core j before a prefetch request of core i closes it. In the future, if a request from core j gets a hit at the last-row-access register of core i, we increment the counter for Rbc i .
BLI: We calculate Bli i by keeping an additional bit per bank that we set when a bank is busy serving a prefetch request of core i. If a demand or useful prefetch request of core j waits to get a response from the same DRAM bank, we increment Bli i . DBI: To calculate Dbi i , whenever a prefetch request keeps the DRAM data bus busy, we use a register that stores the core-id of the prefetch request and we count such events using a per-core DBI counter.
A prefetch request of core j is useful if the prefetch accuracy of core j is ≥0.85 [Lee et al. 2008] . Our implementations of Bli, Rbc, and Dbi are similar to STFM [Mutlu and Moscibroda 2007] , and our implementation of Poll is the same as HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ] and FST [Ebrahimi et al. 2010] .
Implementation of α, β, γ , and ζ : We measure α, β, and γ dynamically and the process is completely online. As ζ incurs a fixed latency, we measure it offline. To measure α, we use a per-core register, which stores the average LLC penalty. We calculate the average LLC penalty by finding out the total miss penalty of an application and dividing it with the total number of demand misses. Modern systems provide performance counters to find out miss penalty and the number of demand misses. We use a similar approach to count the same for each each application. To measure β, we divide the LLC latency of a prefetch request with the BankWaitingParallelism. We measure the LLC latency of a prefetch request with the help of a performance counter and store it in a register, and similarly we have a register, which stores the BankWaitingParallelism. The register is updated after every DRAM cycle. The measurement process for γ is similar to β. We measure γ by dividing the summation of t RP and t RCD with BankAccessParallelism. Note that t RP and t RCD are constants. We divide this constant with a register that contains BankAccessParallelism. BankAccessParallelism for a given request and for a given core is incremented whenever a DRAM command is scheduled and decremented when the command is serviced. To measure ζ , we have a register that stores the constant BL 2 . Significance of α, β, γ , and ζ : α, β, γ , and ζ play an important role in approximating the number of processor cycles for which other cores wait because of a prefetcher-caused intercore interference at the LLC, DRAM row-buffer, DRAM banks, and DRAM bus, respectively. The accuracies of BLI, RBC, DBI, γ , and ζ are 100%. On average, α and β are correct for more than 95% of time and the average false-positive rate of the Bloom filter is 3.25%.
Hardware Overhead: Table I shows the hardware overhead of CAFFEINE. For a four-core system with 8MB of LLC, CAFFEINE incurs an additional hardware of approximately 50.1KB, whereas HPAC incurs an overhead of 52.56KB. This hardware overhead is negligible (0.6% of 8MB of LLC). Note, we do not add the hardware overhead of techniques such as PACMAN and PADC [Lee et al. 2008] as both are part of our baseline configuration.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Simulation Framework: We use the gem5 [Binkert et al. 2011 ] simulator for our evaluation. Table II shows the baseline configuration of cores and the shared resources. The baseline system uses HPAC as the aggressiveness engine, PACMAN as the LLC replacement policy, and PADC [Lee et al. 2008 ] as the DRAM scheduling policy. We find that the combination of HPAC, PACMAN, and PADC provides significant performance improvement compared to the combination of HPAC, LRU, and FR-FCFS. We use SPEC 2000 and SPEC 2006 benchmarks for our evaluation. We collect the statistics for workloads by running each benchmark in a workload for [Luo et al. 2001] and weighted speedup (WS) [Snavely and Tullsen 2000] as our performance metrics. HS is the reciprocal of the average normalized turnaround time and WS is equivalent to system throughput [Eyerman and Eeckhout 2008] . We measure the additional traffic because of prefetching using DRAM bus accesses per kilo instructions (BPKI). The bus accesses correspond to the DRAM bus transactions (reads, writes, and prefetch requests). We also evaluate the DRAM bandwidth consumption in GB/sec. We evaluate fairness of CAFFEINE by calculating the metric called unfairness [Mutlu and Moscibroda 2007] , which is the ratio of the largest slowdown to the smallest slowdown of applications that are running simultaneously. We define these metrics as follows: Workload Selection: Table III classifies the benchmarks into four classes class-0 (MI P F), class-1 (MI P F), class-2 (MI P F), and class-3 (MI P F). MI corresponds to memory intensive and PF corresponds to prefetch friendly. A benchmark is memory intensive if the LLC misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) is greater than 1 [Ebrahimi et al. 2009] . We refer to a benchmark as prefetch friendly if the performance improvement with hardware prefetching is greater than 10% [Ebrahimi et al. 2009] . Table III shows the characteristics of SPEC 2006 and SPEC 2000 benchmarks with a stream prefetcher ON. To evaluate our mechanism on multicore systems, we create 100 four-core and 64 eight-core workload mixes by mixing benchmarks based on the previous four classes. Due to space limitations, we choose a set of representative workloads to analyze the effectiveness of CAFFEINE. For ease of analysis, we divide the workload mixes based on the intensity of interference at the LLC and at the DRAM into high (H) and low (L). At the LLC, a workload with an interference count of more than 16 (average interference count of all the workload mixes) per million instructions is termed as high (H); otherwise, the workload is termed as low (L). Similarly, at the DRAM, a workload with an interference count of more than 512 (average interference count of all the workload mixes) per million instructions is termed as high; otherwise, it is termed as low. We divide 100 four-core workloads into four cases such as HH, HL, LH, and LL, where each case consists of 25 workloads. Table IV and Table V show the representative workload mixes along with their class mixes for four-core and eight-core systems, respectively.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We show the effectiveness of CAFFEINE on four-core and eight-core systems by comparing it with the state-of-the-art HPAC and NOPF (system with no prefetching). HPAC is an efficient technique, which improves the system performance across a wide set of workloads. We do not compare CAFFEINE with a system with no throttling as libquantum-swim-GemsFDTD-bzip2 3-3-3-0 HH Q1 mesa-gromacs-lbm-leslie3d 1-0-3-3 HH Q2 soplex-leslie3d-lbm-hmmer 3-3-3-1 HH Q3
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bwaves-hmmer-bzip2-leslie3d 1-1-0-3 HL Q5 bzip2-milc-omnetpp-mcf 0-2-2-2 HL Q6 milc-soplex-omnetpp-mcf 2-3-2-2 HL Q7 mesa-gromacs-wupwise-hmmer 1-0-1-1 HL Q8
bwaves-lbm-libquantum-milc 1-3-3-2 LH Q9
ammp-lbm-milc-swim 2-3-2-3 LH Q10 leslie3d-omnetpp-libquantum-milc 3-2-3-2 LH Q11
GemsFDTD-libquantum-lbm-leslie3d 3-3-3-3 LH Q12
gromacs-hmmer-bzip2-soplex 0-1-0-3 LL Q13
hmmer-swim-ammp-bzip2 1-3-2-0 LL Q14 sjeng-applu-hmmer-bzip2 0-2-1-0 LL Q15 soplex-zeusmp-ammp-hmmer 3-3-2-1 LL wupwise-vortex-sjeng-leslie3d-1-2-0-3-LL sjeng-applu-hmmer-bzip2 0-2-1-0 E1 soplex-zeusmp-ammp-hmmer-3-3-2-1-HL bwaves-omnetpp-milc-swim 1-2-2-3 E2 libquantum-swim-GemsFDTD-leslie3d-3-3-3-3-HH bzip2-milc-lbm-sjeng 0-2-3-0 E3 bzip2-leslie3d-soplex-swim-0-3-3-3-LH ammp-lbm-GemsFDTD-hmmer 2-3-3-1 on average, HPAC performs better than no throttling. Also, the coordination of two techniques, FST [Ebrahimi et al. 2010] and HPAC [Ebrahimi et al. 2009 ], in prefetchaware shared resource management [Ebrahimi et al. 2011 ] addresses a problem similar to CAFFEINE. On top of HPAC's seven thresholds, FST uses six additional thresholds. The coordination becomes less effective for most of the four-core workloads and performs worse than HPAC for 8 and 16-core systems because it finds the slowest and most interfering application only. For these reasons, we do not compare CAFFEINE with the coordination of FST and HPAC. First, we present the aggregate results for both four-core and eight-core systems and then provide a detailed analysis for four-core workloads with four different case studies.
Aggregate Results for Four-Core and Eight-Core System
Table VI shows the overall results of CAFFEINE on four-core and eight-core systems for 100 and 64 workloads, respectively. CAFFEINE outperforms HPAC in terms of HS, WS, BPKI, and DRAM bandwidth consumption.
Four-Core Results: Figure 5 shows the system performance improvement with HPAC and CAFFEINE, in terms of HS. We report the performance improvement based on the four cases of prefetcher-caused interference as mentioned in Section 5. CAFFEINE outperforms NOPF in all the 100 workloads in terms of HS with a maximum (minimum) performance improvement of 38.98% (1.01%) in workload mix Q1 (Q10). Our observations are as follows:
-On average (geomean), across 100 four-core workloads, compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE improves the performance by 9.5% and 3.61% in terms of HS and WS and an off-chip bandwidth reduction of 10%. Compared to NOPF, CAFFEINE achieves an improvement in terms of HS and WS of 17% and 8.82%, with a 6.25% increase in the BPKI. -Compared to NOPF, HPAC improves the system performance by 7% and 5.3% in terms of HS and WS, with a 7.13% increase in the BPKI.
Why does CAFFEINE perform better than HPAC?
We analyze the results of all four-core and eight-core workloads and find that CAFFEINE is more effective than HPAC across all the workloads. The primary reasons for this effectiveness are as follows: (1) CAFFEINE's tracking of prefetcher-caused interference is fine-grained (saved cycles), whereas HPAC is coarse grained (dependent on seven thresholds: four for HPAC and three for FDP). As HPAC's thresholds are dependent on architectural parameters, they correlate to the actual interference (interference that is intolerable) 57.3% of the time. (2) CAFFEINE's usage of marginal utilities models the contribution of each prefetcher in improving the system performance and the scenarios where interference is intolerable are the key in making better decisions. Also, identification of affected and affecting prefetchers help in throttling down the prefetchers, which are responsible for interference. Compared to HPAC's mechanism for detecting the affecting prefetchers, CAFFEINE's mechanism is 31.7% more accurate. (3) The aforementioned differences between HPAC and CAFFEINE cause a reduction of the LLC interference (based on the count of intercore LLC pollution) and the DRAM interference (based on the count of bli, rbc, and Dbi) by an additional 7.89% and 13.69%, respectively. -In terms of unfairness, compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE reduces the unfairness by 9.52% as it throttles down (↓) prefetch-friendly and memory-intensive applications that interfere heavily with memory-nonintensive applications. Figure 6 shows the performance improvement (in terms of HS) with HPAC and CAFFEINE. In eight-core systems also, CAFFEINE outperforms NOPF in all the 64 workloads with the maximum performance improvement of 30.6% in workload mix E2 and the minimum of 3.45%.
Eight-Core Results:
-Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE improves the performance in terms of HS and WS by 11% and 6.7%, with an off-chip bandwidth reduction of 11.65%, and compared to NOPF, CAFFEINE achieves a 19% improvement in HS and a 10.91% improvement in WS, with a 7.1% increase in the BPKI. -HPAC improves the system performance in terms of HS and WS by 7.8% and 4.15%, with an 8% increase in the BPKI when compared to NOPF. -In terms of unfairness, compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE reduces the unfairness by 10%. This shows that the effectiveness of CAFFEINE increases with the increase in the core count.
Individual Workload Analysis
We analyze the effectiveness of CAFFEINE with the use of four case studies of LLC and DRAM interference. We select one workload mix from each of these four cases (HH, HL, LH, and LL). These case studies provide insights for rest of the workloads. Case I: High at LLC, High at DRAM-HH (WL Q0): This mix contains three prefetch-friendly and memory-intensive applications (libquantum, swim, and GemsFDTD) and one application that is prefetch unfriendly and memory nonintensive (bzip2). The observations are as follows:
-CAFFEINE improves the performance of bzip2, swim, and libquantum, and it incurs a slight degradation in the performance of GemsFDTD. DE-CAFFEINATION finds out affecting prefetchers (prefetchers of GemsFDTD and swim) and the affected prefetcher (prefetcher of bzip2). Figure 7 shows the difference in the distribution of the aggressiveness levels of swim, GemsFDTD, and bzip2. With HPAC, GemsFDTD spends more than 60% of the execution time at level 3 and above. In contrast, CAFFEINE throttles down (↓) GemsFDTD and because of this it spends more than 60% of its time at level 3 and below. On the other hand, bzip2, which spends 60% of the time at level 1 in HPAC, spends only 10% of the time at level 1 with CAFFEINE. -The throttling decisions of CAFFEINE reduce the prefetcher-caused interference coming from GemsFDTD. For the rest, it increases the interference slightly. Figure 8(a) shows the count of prefetcher-caused interference at the LLC and at the DRAM. Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE reduces the interference count by three times, which comes from GemsFDTD, and this results in improvement in IPCs for the rest (refer to Figure 8(b) ). The increase in the intercore interference count with CAFFEINE for applications such as libquantum, swim, and bzip2 does not affect the increase in the IPCs, which shows that the increase in the interference count from these three applications is tolerable. -Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE improves the performance in terms of HS and WS by 14.75% and 7.79%, with a 6.04% reduction in the unfairness. Compared to NOPF, CAFFEINE improves the performance in terms of HS and WS by 32% and 13.3%, with a 6.7% increase in the BPKI. - Figure 9 shows the changes in the aggressiveness levels that vary over 20 windows.
Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE throttles down GemsFDTD for a large fraction of time, which helps other applications such as bzip2 and swim. Case II: High at LLC, Low at DRAM-HL (WL Q7): All the applications in this mix are memory nonintensive. hmmer, wupwise, and mesa are prefetch friendly and gromacs is prefetch unfriendly.
-CAFFEINE finds out mesa as the affecting prefetcher, which affects wupwise and hmmer. Out of wupwise and hmmer, wupwise is affected the most. CAFFEINE throttles up (↑) both wupwise and hmmer and throttles down (↓) mesa. Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE reduces the LLC miss count of hmmer and wupwise by 44.81% and 19.2%, respectively ( Figure 10 ). CAFFEINE outperforms HPAC with performance improvement in terms of HS and WS by 9.32% and 5.58%, respectively. Figure 10 also shows significant IPC improvement for mesa. This improvement comes from CAFFEINA-TION. Compared to the HPAC, with CAFFEINATION, mesa spends 17.58% more time at level 4 and level 5 (it happens in the intervals in which mesa is not an affecting prefetcher). Figure 11 shows the variations in the aggressiveness levels for an interval of 20 windows where CAFFEINE throttles up hmmer for more time as - Figure 12 (a) shows the distribution of aggressiveness levels with CAFFEINE. With HPAC, leslie3d stays at level 1 for 88.2% of the time and the rest spend more than 96% of the time at level 5. On the other hand, CAFFEINE throttles down (↓) the prefetchers of GemsFDTD and lbm, and both of these applications spend their time at level 3 and above. These decisions translate into the reduction in the prefetchercaused intercore interference count (because of GemsFDTD and lbm) at the DRAM (refer to Figure 12(b) ). CAFFEINE reduces the interference count of lbm and GemsFDTD by 43% and 38%, respectively. Figure 12 (c) shows the individual IPC of each application with CAFFEINE and HPAC. The reduction in interference at the DRAM results in IPC improvement for leslie3d and libquantum. -Compared to HPAC, CAFFEINE improves the performance by 35.12% and 17.12% in terms of HS and WS, with a 2.87% reduction in the unfairness. Compared to NOPF, CAFFEINE improves the performance in terms of HS and WS by 30% and 15.13%, with an 11.4% increase in the BPKI. -HPAC performs worse (−7%) than NOPF. HPAC improves the individual performance of GemsFDTD, libquantum, and lbm but fails to deliver the same for leslie3d.
The reason for this behavior is that leslie3d undergoes a phase change. Figure 13 shows the throttling decisions of HPAC and CAFFEINE over a window of an initial thirty-five 8K misses intervals. leslie3d undergoes a phase change from the 14th window to the 28th window. In these windows, leslie3d issues useless prefetch requests (requests that cause low prefetch accuracy). In between window 7 and window 12, the global controller of HPAC throttles down (↓) leslie3d (from level 4 to level 2) because it affects others. From the 14th to the 28th window, the accuracy of leslie3d goes down below the predefined accuracy threshold and the local controller of HPAC throttles it further down (↓) to level 1. On the other hand, with CAFFEINE, leslie3d spends its phase change time mostly at level 3. CAFFEINE throttles up (↑) leslie3d even if it has low prefetch accuracy because utility positive ≥ 0. This shows how CAFFEINE adapts to the phase changes in applications.
Case IV: Low at LLC, Low at DRAM-LL (WL Q12): In this mix, soplex is the only application that is memory intensive. soplex and hmmer are prefetch friendly applications and the rest are not. soplex is the application that affects the rest but the interference is not significant. Compared to NOPF, HPAC improves the performance by 7.8% and CAFFEINE improves it by 8.85%. This slight improvement comes from the decisions of CAFFEINATION.
Analysis of CAFFEINE
CAFFEINE on 16-Core System: We now quantify the effectiveness of CAFFEINE on 16-core system. We create two 16-core workload mixes by mixing (E0 and E1) and (E2 and E3). In both workloads, in terms of HS, CAFFEINE outperforms HPAC by more than 11.28%. We believe the effectiveness of CAFFEINE will increase with the increase in the core count.
Contributions of Interference Metrics: To understand the individual contribution of Poll, Bli, Rbc, and DBI on the overall performance improvement, we show the number of processor cycles saved by each one of them in Figure 14 , for 16 representative workloads. Bli dominates in all the workloads except in Q4, Q7, and Q14. Dbi provides marginal benefit (less than 0.4%) across all the workloads. We conclude that Poll, Bli, and Rbc play an important role for CAFFEINE. Figure 15 shows the contribution of Poll, Bli, and Rbc in the improvement in the harmonic speedup. We find a similar trend for the rest of the 84 WLs. We can conclude that the prefetcher-caused intercore interference plays an important role at the DRAM system and not at the LLC. Sensitivity Studies: We perform sensitivity studies by changing the LLC size and the number of DRAM banks on four-core systems. Table VII shows the effects of different LLC sizes and different numbers of DRAM banks on HS and BPKI over HPAC. As the thresholds used in HPAC are oblivious to the LLC size and the number of DRAM banks, there is a slight degradation in the performance of HPAC. On the other hand, the effectiveness of CAFFEINE remains the same and the performance of CAFFEINE improves with the increase in LLC size and number of DRAM banks.
Effect of Intracore Interference: Till now, we emphasized the prefetcher-caused intercore interference. We also study the effect of prefetcher-caused intracore interference on the performance. We add the intracore interference in our utility negative and run CAFFEINE. We find that the change in the HS compared to CAFFEINE is marginal (less than 1%), with one exception. Workloads consisting of applications that belong to class-2 (MI P F) show an average improvement of 1.78% over CAFFEINE. We conclude that the effect of prefetcher-caused intracore interference is marginal.
Effect of LLC Replacement Policy and DRAM Scheduling: Till now, we showed the effectiveness of CAFFEINE with PACMAN and PADC [Lee et al. 2008] as the LLC replacement policy and DRAM scheduling policy. We also study the behavior of CAFFEINE with TA-DRRIP [Jaleel et al. 2010] and FR-FCFS as the replacement policy and DRAM scheduling policy, respectively. Compared to HPAC, on four-core systems, CAFFEINE improves the performance (HS) by 13.19%. We conclude that the effectiveness of CAFFEINE is dependent neither on the LLC replacement policy nor on the DRAM scheduling policy. Also, CAFFEINE can help in making Compared to a system with no prefetching. For HPAC and CAFFEINE, we report two types of hardware costs in the form x (y). x corresponds to the actual hardware cost and y corresponds to the hardware cost excluding the hardware overhead that comes from using a core-id bit per tag.
better DRAM scheduling decisions by helping techniques such as PARBS [Mutlu and Moscibroda 2008] and TCM [Kim et al. 2010] in creating batches and clusters.
CAFFEINE Versus ABS: ABS [2012] is a prefetcher aggressiveness controller for multiported, multibanked distributed LLC, where each LLC bank has a hardware prefetcher. It uses a hill-climbing approach to control the aggressiveness of each bank. For a fair comparison with CAFFEINE, we employ ABS in our baseline organization with a centralized LLC that uses the state-of-the-art AMPM prefetcher [Ishii et al. 2011] . The rest of the implementation of the ABS remains the same for our comparison. We use five different levels of aggressiveness with prefetch degree (0, 1, 4, 8, and 16) as per ABS [Albericio et al. 2012 ] and compare it with CAFFEINE.
Compared to ABS, on an average, across 100 four-core WLs, CAFFEINE improves the system performance in terms of HS by 7.8% with a reduction of 5.21% in unfairness. Out of 100 4-core WLs, CAFFEINE outperforms ABS in 87 WLs and performs slightly worse (−1.29%) for 13 WLs. The primary reason behind this behavior is that there are WLs that contain applications such as bzip2, hmmer, and gromacs where CAFFEINE throttles them up, whereas ABS does not change their aggressiveness levels. These applications are not sensitive to the changes in the prefetcher aggressiveness level, but CAFFEINE throttles them up assuming these applications will improve the overall utility net . Please note these applications are not memory intensive in nature and they do not affect others, and because of this, CAFFEINE's decisions are biased toward them.
ABS outperforms HPAC on 45 out of 100 WLs but unable to outperform CAFFEINE on 87 WLs. The primary reason behind this behavior of ABS is the throttling decisions of ABS, which are more biased toward utility net . Please note that ABS does not use utility net and uses reduction in LLC bank misses as an indicator of the utility net . In WLs where utility net is positive but the prefetcher of the corresponding core is an affecting one, CAFFEINE's decisions performs better than ABS. ABS does not consider utility negative and does not throttles down the affecting prefetchers (continuously throttle up as long as the bank miss ratio is improving) and similarly throttles up the affected prefetcher. This kind of scenario happens in 89 out of the 100 WLs.
Cost-Benefit Analysis Between HPAC, ABS, and CAFFEINE: Table VIII shows the comparison of performance improvement and hardware overhead of HPAC, ABS, and CAFFEINE for a four-core multicore system with the state-of-the-art hardware prefetcher called AMPM [Ishii et al. 2011] . To control the aggressiveness of AMPM, we use five levels of aggressiveness with prefetch degrees of 0, 1, 4, 8, 16. Please note that the hardware cost mentioned in ABS [Albericio et al. 2012] does not consider the overhead that comes from a pref-bit as it uses a sequential tagged prefetcher. On an average, CAFFEINE outperforms both HPAC and ABS. If we ignore the hardware cost associated with the core-id bit per LLC tag (which is already available in the multicore systems), then CAFFEINE provides an improvement of 12.5% over HPAC with a 2.4KB reduction in the hardware overhead. Compared to ABS, CAFFEINE provides an additional 7.8% improvement with an additional hardware overhead of 1.1KB, which is modest. So CAFFEINE provides a fair tradeoff between performance improvement and the hardware overhead. that cause intercore interference. The main idea behind CAFFEINE is it finds out the number of processor cycles saved in the entire system because of prefetching and is free from setting and tuning of thresholds. With negligible hardware overhead, CAFFEINE results in 9.5% and 11% performance improvement on four-core and eight-core systems, respectively. We conclude that CAFFEINE is an effective prefetcher aggressiveness engine.
